
Executive Summary
Art Saves the World is a philanthropic apparel business that is focused on 

saving the arts and music while maintaining  sustainable approaches.  

The clothing features pieces of art from musicians and artists who have 

chosen a charity that receives a percentage of the proceeds.  The company 

focuses on children, young adults, and parents who have a passion for 

saving the arts in schools and giving back to the community.  The 

products will  initially be sold online until there is enough revenue to open 

a brick and mortar store in city areas.  Art Saves the World works toward 

bringing back the quality of apparel and supplying safe working 

conditions for employees.  By offering complete transparency to 

consumers, Art Saves the World delivers a strong brand image that is 

honest and relevant 

Industry Analysis

Key Factors

❏Social Responsibility

❏Environmental Responsibility

❏Sustainability in fashion

❏Meaningfulness of Brand

❏Active with Society

Marketing Analysis

Mission:

❏Provide quality apparel to consumers 

while also supporting charities

❏Focus on Philanthropy and saving the 

arts

Target Market:

❏Younger children (ages 6-15) & adults 

❏The adults are generally the children’s 

parents

❏Begin with reaching consumers online

❏Later, expand to west coast and city 

areas

Promotion

E-commerce

❏Instagram

❏Hashtag charitable causes

❏Post pictures of events

❏Display our products

❏Blogging

❏Photo shoots (from us and consumer)

❏Feature artists biography/artwork  

❏Allow for consumer feedback

❏Facebook

❏Allows daily posts ( sales/promotions

❏Plan events/services

❏ Established PR team

❏Participate in charitable events  

Products

❏Design is centered around the 

basics

❏Artwork is placed on clothes

❏The artwork comes from  both 

established and up-and-coming 

artists

❏Products are made with all natural 

material

Types of Clothing

❏ T-Shirts

❏ Crewneck, V-neck, long sleeve 

❏ Sweatshirts

❏ Crewneck, hoodies, zip-up

❏ Sweaters

❏ Crewneck, V-neck, Cardigans

❏ Other

❏ Pants, accessories (jewelry, hats, 

scarves) 

Services

❏Excellent customer service

❏Intelligent and fashion savvy staff

❏Trained as stylists 

❏Fitting room service

❏Hold charitable events

❏How to be sustainable

❏Shopping Appointments

Store Layout

❏Clean and organized

❏White walls and glass windows

❏New arrivals in front

❏T-stands and Four-arms

❏older merchandise in back

❏Rounder and straight racks

❏Four fitting rooms 
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Price

❏T-shirts

❏Sizes: Small-Large

❏Prices - Range from $15.00 to$25.00

❏Sweatshirts

❏Range from $30.00 to $40.00

❏Sweaters

❏Range from $40.00 to $50.00

❏Pants $30.00 - to $50.00

Percentage of profits for charity: 

10% given for  T-shirts

5% Given for sweatshirts 

2% given for Sweaters

Team

❏Well established and trained 

employees

❏interviews are essential 

❏Skills in computer applications

❏Marketing/Advertising background 

❏Possess previous experience in retail 

or food service

Financial Projections
Break Even Unit

Fixed Cost / (Unit Retail Price - Unit Variable cost)

$7000/ ( $90.92-$42.00) = 143 Units

Break Even Analysis

Fixed Cost / (1- Unit Variable Cost / Unit retail 

Cost) 

$7000/(1- $40.00/ $90.92) = $12,962.96

For Art Saves the World to make any profits, we 

must sell more than 143 units of our main 

products, or have had greater sales than 

$12,962.96.


